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Stress-induced martensitic transformation can occur in granular shape memory materials when indi-
vidual particles experience high stresses and transform from a high-symmetry austenite phase to a low-
symmetry martensite phase. This involves a highly heterogeneous distribution of the driving force and
very low mechanical constraint for martensite nucleation, so the transformation behavior can be
dramatically different from the well-documented case of monolithic solids. In this work, we investigate
the stress-induced martensitic transformation in granular shape memory ceramic packings, which
consist of single-crystal micro-particles of ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 and ZrO2-15 at%CeO2. Through in situ neutron
diffraction, we study how the phase fraction, lattice strain, and integral peak broadness evolve during
external loading, unloading, and subsequent heating. Several peculiar features are discovered, including
(i) a continuous mode of transformation with a wide range of transformation loads, (ii) co-evolution of
the packing structure, contact deformation, and martensitic transformation, and (iii) a strong correlation
between the peak broadening and the transformed phase fraction. In addition, we show the first direct
evidence of reversible stress-induced martensitic transformation in granular materials. We finally discuss
the mechanism for martensite nucleation and growth in granular packings and show how that leads to
the observed transformation characteristics.

© 2019 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A diffusionless phase transformation between two crystal
structures, martensitic transformation is characterized by a shear-
dominant shape change with the kinetics and morphology deter-
mined by shear-strain energy [1]. The forward martensitic trans-
formation from the austenite phase to the martensite phase can be
triggered by various external stimuli, including temperature, stress,
and electromagnetic fields [2e6]. Stress-induced martensitic
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transformation (SIMT) is responsible for several remarkable effects,
such as transformation-induced plasticity, transformation tough-
ening [7e9], and, of particular interest, shape memory and super-
elasticity [10e14]. The macroscopic characteristics of SIMT are
defined by two key factors: the thermodynamic driving force that is
dictated by the temperature and stress state, and the martensite
nucleation barrier that is critically dependent on the mechanical
constraint [15]. For monolithic solids, the SIMT behavior is well
documented with regards to the transformation reversibility, for-
ward and reverse critical stresses, and plateaus in the stress-strain
curve due to the transformation shear strain [2,16,17].

Compared to monolithic solids, the features of thermodynamic
driving force and nucleation barrier are fundamentally different in
a peculiar material form: granular packings. Granular materials are
complex organizations of individual particles with a distribution of
the shape and size that determines their properties, and have
demonstrated intriguing mechanical behavior [18e22]. In a gran-
ular packing, the driving force for SIMT is highly heterogeneous
because of the non-uniform stress distributions that arise across
multiple length scales. On themesoscale, force chain formation and
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contact network evolution lead to preferred stress transmission
paths [21,22]; on the microscale, contact deformation leads to
stress concentrations close to the inter-particle contact sites [23],
with comparatively low stresses in the particle centers. The
martensite nucleation barrier is much lower in a granular packing
than a monolithic solid because the mechanical constraint is
significantly reduced thanks to each particle's ability to access the
free surface. Furthermore, the latent heat released by SIMT, despite
being an intrinsic material property, can have different effects on
granular packings and monolithic solids. Inside a monolithic solid,
the released heat from local transformation events may cause
adjacent regions to temporarily raise temperature and thus
decrease the thermodynamic driving force for SIMT, especially if
the thermal conductivity of the solid is low. For a granular packing,
in contrast, the released heat by local transformation can be easily
dissipated through air convection because of the high surface area
and small particle size. This generally precludes dynamic temper-
ature gradients in a transforming granular packing and further
emphasizes the localized nature of SIMT in this case. These features
separate granular packings frommonolithic solids in such dramatic
fashion that conspicuously new martensitic transformation
behavior may arise, which could be of great scientific interest.

Understanding SIMT in granular packings is also of practical
significance because the granular form provides a pathway to using
brittle smart materials in bulk applications. For example, the brittle
ZrO2-CeO2 shows excellent shape memory and superelastic per-
formances at small scales [12,24e26], but is hard to deploy in the
traditional ceramic form (i.e., monolithic polycrystal) owing to its
susceptibility to fracture during SIMT [27]. In the granular packing
form, fracture reduces the particle size and is much less deleterious
because the fractured particles may still be able to undergo SIMT
during furthermechanical loading as long as the newparticle size is
above a critical value. Recently, Yu and coworkers have confirmed
that significant SIMT can occur in ZrO2-CeO2 shape memory
ceramic packings by examining the metastable austenite phase via
ex situ characterization [28]. This prior work specifically supports
the feasibility of using the granular packing form to scale shape
memory ceramics for bulk-level energy dissipation applications.

However, the exact transformation characteristics and mecha-
nisms in granular packings are still unclear. First, ex situ charac-
terization in previous work does not offer transformation
information during unloading [28], so the questions remain
regarding how much of the transformed phase reverses during
unloading and whether reversible SIMT is possible in granular
packings. Second, because of the complicated dynamic micro-
structure evolution with load [29], many transformation charac-
teristics cannot be derived by simply examining the load-
displacement curves. These issues can only be addressed by in
situ characterization [30e34], which requires mechanically robust
encapsulation of the packings and the use of penetrating beams.

Here, we employ in situ neutron diffraction to study the SIMT
characteristics of granular packings, which consist of single crystal,
micro-scale ZrO2-CeO2 particles. By investigating the evolution of
phase fraction, lattice strain, and peak broadness during external
loading, unloading, and subsequent heating, we find several
peculiar features of SIMT in granular packings. These include (i) a
continuous mode of transformation over a wide range of loads, (ii)
co-evolution of the packing structure, contact deformation, and
martensitic transformation, and (iii) a strong correlation between
peak broadening and the transformed phase fraction in SIMT. We
also show the first direct evidence of reversible SIMT in granular
materials. Finally, we discuss the mechanism of martensite nucle-
ation and growth in granular packings, with emphasis on in-
fluences of local stress concentration and free surface. Based on the
discussion, we are able to explain the observed transformation
characteristics.
Note that, by using single crystal particle-based shape memory

ceramic packings, we preclude potential interfering effects in
neutron diffraction signals, such as plasticity, precipitates, or in-
clusions that would exist in shape memory alloys [35], and the
intra-particle mechanical constraint that would exist in poly-
crystalline particles. Therefore, the observed transformation char-
acteristics mostly reflect the effects of the special structural
arrangement in granular shape memory materials: heterogenous
driving force and low barrier for martensite nucleation.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Materials synthesis and characterization

Single crystal shapememory ceramic particles were synthesized
with two compositions, ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 and ZrO2-15 at%CeO2,
both of which can transform from tetragonal (austenite) to
monoclinic (martensite) structures under stress. ZrO2-12 at%CeO2
corresponds to the metastable austenite phase with irreversible
SIMT (intermediate regime), whereas ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 corresponds
to the stable austenite phase with reversible SIMT (superelastic
regime) [24,28]. The specific transformation behavior depends on
the relationship between room temperature T0 and the trans-
formation temperatures, MF (martensite finish), MS (martensite
start), AS (austenite start), and AF (austenite finish).

The powders were fabricated by co-precipitation followed by
calcination, high energy ball milling, and annealing, with the syn-
thesis procedures detailed in Ref. [28]. The synthesized particle size
ranged from 1 to 5 mm. Its distribution was confirmed to be mon-
omodal by dynamic light scattering (Horiba LA 950) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Helios Nanolab 600 DualBeam). In the
latter, dispersed particles were sputtered with 7 nm of Pt/Pd and
imaged on carbon tape, and showed no grain boundaries in indi-
vidual particles. Post-annealing X-ray diffraction (XRD, Panalytical
X'Pert3) measurements showed that both the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 and
ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packings were ~96e97 vol% austenite (tetragonal)
before testing, with the remainder being martensite (monoclinic).
The small percentage of martensite in these packings may be
attributed to the pinning of martensite plates by dislocations that
are introduced during high energy ball milling. Dislocations are
known to facilitate the formation of these plates, and could increase
the reverse martensitic transformation temperature for a pinned
plate considerably [2,12]. Fig. 1(a) shows examples of the synthe-
sized single crystal austenitic particles, and Fig. 1(b) shows XRD
two-theta scan patterns of the synthesized packings.

2.2. In situ neutron diffraction experiments

In situ neutron diffraction experiments were performed using a
time-of-flight diffractometer, Vulcan, at Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory [36]. To dynamically observe the SIMT in granular packings
[34], an encapsulated die consisting of two high-strength maraging
steel rams and an aluminum or steel sleevewas employed (diagram
shown in Fig. 2(a)). Since the critical stress for SIMT in monolithic
ZrO2-CeO2 is on the order of 1 GPa, maraging steel was used to
sustain high applied stresses. The cavity of the die was filled with
the synthesized ZrO2-CeO2 powders, and compression loads were
then applied using a customizedmechanical load frame. As a result,
the packing underwent confined uniaxial compression during in
situ neutron diffraction. The neutron beam was centered on the
middle of the packing and was collimated to have a gauge volume
of 5� 5� 5mm3. The detected neutrons thus were free from being
diffracted by the rams or the die. After testing, the resultant dense
compact was ~10mm in diameter and ~15mm in height.



Fig. 1. (a) SEM micrograph of single crystal ZrO2-CeO2 particles. (b) XRD two-theta
scans of the synthesized packings, where T denotes the tetragonal structure
(austenite) and M denotes the monoclinic phase (martensite).
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Two distinct continuous in situ neutron diffraction experiments
were performed. The first was with the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing,
involving mechanical loading, unloading, and subsequent heating.
The particles were placed into a steel sleeve before being slightly
pre-compressed to 2 kN (i.e. an average axial stress of 25MPa). The
steel sleeve was used here because of its high-temperature yield
strength, which was necessary for the in situ heating experiment.
The compression load was increased quasi-statically up to a
maximum load of 78.5 kN (i.e. an average axial stress of 1 GPa).
After that, the packing was unloaded quasi-statically until it
reached zero axial load. The packing was then heated under load-
control mode using an induction coil. This raised the temperature
from room temperature to a maximum of 513 K. At each tempera-
ture step of 50 K, the packing was allowed to equilibrate for 30min.

The second experiment was with the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing,
involving mechanical loading and unloading under quasi-static
conditions. This powder was confined by an aluminum sleeve,
which was both neutron transparent and sufficiently strong at
room temperature. Bulk ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 is known to exhibit
superelasticity, but whether reversible SIMT can occur in the
granular form was unknown before this study. To facilitate
reversible SIMT in granular packings, we pre-compressed the
powders with a relatively high load of 78.5 kN and then unloaded it
to 2 kN before in situ experiments. This made the packing more
compact without significant particle rearrangement or fracture
events during subsequent loading and data collection. For all me-
chanical measurements, the load-displacement curve of the pack-
ing was obtained by subtracting the deformation of empty die, as
detailed elsewhere [37].

2.3. Processing of neutron diffraction data

After both tests, the continuously collected data was reduced
using VDRIVE [38]. This separated the continuous diffraction data
into distinct time increments through a binning process. Binwidths
of 30min for the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing and 10min for the ZrO2-
15 at%CeO2 packing were used to reduce the level of noise and
volume of data.

In both experiments, the martensite phase fraction was extrac-
ted from the diffraction pattern collected from detector bank 1
using Rietveld refinement with GSAS and EXPGUI [39e41]. Fig. 2(b)
shows an example of the Rietveld refinement of the first timestep
from compression of the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing. Diffraction
points are blue ‘x’ signs, and the fitted pattern is in red. The orange
line at the bottom indicates the small residual diffraction data,
which is largely clustered around exceptionally broad peaks. The
lattice strain and broadness of the austenitic tetragonal (101) peak
from the same patterns were calculated via single-peak Gaussian
profile fitting (Fig. 2(c)). This peak was used for analysis because of
its lack of convolution with other peaks and its high intensity. The
loading conditions in this work were not observed to lead to sub-
stantial texture formation in tetragonal phase in the packings, and
the analysis of tetragonal (101) peak was considered to be repre-
sentative of the general evolutionary trends. Data for the paused
periods and lengthy periods of loading were averaged, with the
error bars representing the standard deviation.

3. ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing: irreversible SIMT and thermally-
induced reverse transformation

3.1. Phase evolution during loading, unloading, and subsequent
heating

The phase evolution in the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing is moni-
tored during loading, unloading, and subsequent heating using
neutron diffraction. Fig. 3(a) is a surface plot of the in situ neutron
diffraction intensity versus d-spacing (horizontal axis) and time
(vertical axis), with periods of loading and unloading indicated
along the vertical axis. Within the d-spacing range shown here,
there is a profound evolution of the peak intensity at 2.98Å, which
corresponds to tetragonal (101) peak. This figure clearly presents a
decrease of the peak intensity during loading (transitioning from
red to yellow) but no trend during unloading (remaining yellow).
This observation confirms SIMT during loading, without trans-
formation during unloading. Note that the observed trend is not
caused by the increase of packing density during compression,
which should lead to an inverse trend of increasing intensity with
load.

Based on Rietveld refinement of all peaks in the neutron
diffraction pattern, a quantitative plot of the phase evolution is
shown in Fig. 3(b). During loading, the monoclinic phase (volume)
fraction is seen to continuously increase from 6 vol% to 13 vol% as
the load increases to 78.5 kN (axial stress of 1 GPa). Unambiguously,



Fig. 2. (a) Diagram of in situ neutron diffraction experiments. Incident neutrons penetrate the die and diffract off of the contained packing and are detected at± 90� . Also shown is a
diagram of granular packing structure under load, with force chains and the strong networks highlighted. Within each force chain, particle-particle contact sites cause intense local
stress concentration. (b) Rietveld refinement of the first timestep from compression of the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing, fitted to tetragonal zirconia, monoclinic zirconia, and the steel
sleeve. The x-axis is d-spacing, and the y-axis is intensity in arbitrary units. (c) Gaussian peak profile fitting of tetragonal zirconia (101) peak in the same time step shown in (b).
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SIMT occurs across the entire range of applied loads without a
visible critical load or plateau. This is contrary to the classical case
of a monolithic, austenitic ZrO2-CeO2 that requires a critical stress
(usually on the order of ~1 GPa) to trigger the transformation, after
which SIMT proceeds rapidly through autocatalytic and self-
accommodating (dubbed ‘bursting’) transformation modes until
the driving force is no longer sufficient for transformation [15,42].

The transformation behavior difference between granular
packings and monolithic solids stems directly from the heteroge-
neous structure of the granular packing, which concentrates the
applied load in a few particles at a time. This manifests as meso-
scale force chains and force networks, wherein a portion of parti-
cles support all of the applied load [21,43e45]. On the microscale,
the load on a force chain leads to stress concentration in the regions
close to the particle contact. Overall, a small macroscopic load,
which leads to very high stress concentration in some particles, can
result in local martensite nucleation. Increasing the macroscopic
load gradually increases the number of particles that experience
critical stress, resulting in the observed continuous increase of the
martensite phase fraction. Such a continuous mode of trans-
formation has indeed been observed in previous work using ex situ
phase characterization [28]. However, without in situ phase char-
acterization, it was unclear how much of the transformed phase
reversed during unloading.

The in situ neutron diffraction method in this work provides
transformation information during unloading. Fig. 3 (b) shows that
when the load is released, there is no substantial change in
martensite phase fraction, suggesting that all of the martensite
formed during compression remains. This irreversible behavior is
similar to that observed in themonolithic counterpart [10]. Because
the austenite phase is metastable and T0 <AS, even under zero
applied load the transformed particles have insufficient driving
force to transform back to austenite. However, closer scrutiny of
Fig. 3(b) reveals a trend of slight increase of martensite fraction
during unloading. This trend, although barely discernible above the
error bars, is interesting and counterintuitivedan increase of



Fig. 3. (a) Evolution of the tetragonal (101) peak intensity at D-spacing of 2.98 Å in the
ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing, with periods of increasing load (loading) and decreasing
load (unloading) indicated. (b) Results of phase evolution based on Rietveld refinement
for the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 experiment.

Fig. 4. Thermally-induced reverse transformation of ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing after
loading and unloading. After heating to the maximum temperature of 513 K, the
packing still retains ~10% martensite.
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martensite should be a result of stress increase rather than
decrease. That being said, the slight increase of martensite during
unloading can be attributed to the complex granular mechanics
that dominate the loading conditions at every independent time
step. As observed from granular physics work such as in
Refs. [46e49], decrease of the macroscopic load leads to dynamic
evolution of the contact network inside the packing, and therefore
force redistribution among the particles. Some individual particles
that were not part of the strong network during loading can sud-
denly begin carrying significant force due to changes in the local
packing structure. In the present experiment, this should cause
them to transform to martensite during unloading. Since stress-
induced martensitic transformation is irreversible at composition
ZrO2-12 at%CeO2, the already transformed volume during loading
should not transform back upon unloading. Then, the additional
transformed volume due to force redistribution during unloading
can cause an overall, slight increase of the martensite phase.

After unloading, the packing is in a jammed compact state with
zero average stress. During subsequent heating, the reverse trans-
formation is observed by neutron diffraction. Fig. 4 plots the phase
evolution as the temperature increases from 300 K to 513 K. From
300 K to 400 K, the martensite phase fraction shows only a slight
decrease from the as-unloaded value. As the temperature is further
increased, however, the martensite phase fraction substantially
decreases.

The initial reluctance of the reverse transformation indicates
that the lowest possible AS temperature for the reverse
transformation is ~400 K. However, evenwhen heating to 513 K, the
original phase fraction was still not fully recovered, with 10 vol%
martensite remaining. That is to say, from 400 K to 513 K, the
martensite phase fraction only decreases from ~14 vol% to 10 vol%,
indicating that for some particles the AF temperature has not been
reached. This broad temperature window for reverse trans-
formation is in striking contrast with the monolithic case, which
shows 100% transformation between AS and AF that are usually
separated by less than 50 K [50].

The observed wide transformation temperature window can be
attributed to stress heterogeneity in the packing; during
compression, each particle experiences different levels of stress so
that the transformed volume fraction can be vastly different among
individual particles. Because of the lack of cohesion in a granular
packing, the subsequent thermally-induced martensitic trans-
formation occurs independently in individual particles, but at
different temperatures. For some particles AS is as low as 400 K, and
for some AF is above 513 K. As a result, after heating up to 513 K,
there is still 10% residual martensite. However, if we keep
increasing the temperature above 513 K, the martensite phase
volume fraction should continue to decrease. We note that a ther-
mal gradient in the granular packing due to poor thermal con-
ductivity might also contribute to the observed wide
transformation window. That being said, it is not likely to be the
main reason because the packing was allowed to equilibrate for
30min at each temperature step of 50 K during in situ heating and
the thermal gradient should have been effectively reduced.

3.2. Granular packing structure evolution

In addition to phase evolution, in situ neutron diffraction pro-
vides the evolution of the lattice strain. The average lattice strain for
a given crystal plane can be calculated by comparing the lattice
spacing during and before in situ testing. By examining together the
lattice strain evolution and packing microstructure evolution (from
the load-displacement curve), new insights into granular structure
evolution can be revealed. Fig. 5(a) and (b) compare the load-
displacement curve with the lattice strain-displacement curve of
the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing. The latter is based on the lattice
strain of the tetragonal (101) plane, which is expected to be
representative of the general trend, given the random texture of the
tetragonal phase.



Fig. 5. (a) Macroscale mechanical response of the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing during
loading, unloading, and heating. (b) Evolution of tetragonal (101) compressive strain
during loading and unloading. Inset: tensile strain evolution of the tetragonal (101)
peak caused by thermal expansion. (c) Martensite phase plotted against the tetragonal
(101) compressive strain during loading and unloading.
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During loading, displacement increases non-linearly (Fig. 5(a))
with extensive compaction taking place at low loads. Despite the
rapid compaction at low loads, the average lattice strain is still
almost zero until the packing reaches ~1.0mm of displacement
(Fig. 5(b)). This implies that the structure of the packing is
constantly changing to accommodate this large initial displace-
ment, mostly as a series of rearrangements by particle slipping
rather than by contact deformation. At higher loads where
displacement increases more slowly, the average lattice strain
climbs faster, eventually reaching a value of almost 0.2%. Clearly,
the initial 1.0mm displacement corresponds to Stage I of powder
compaction with particle rearrangement, which is followed by
Stage II with the packing density increasing through contact
deformation [51,52]. After the experiment, the packing density was
estimated to be ~70% of the theoretical density for zirconia. This is
typical for a granular ceramic with a monodisperse particle size
distribution.

During unloading, the displacement is almost static, whereas
the average lattice strain decreases and eventually returns to zero.
This shows that the packing structure has reached a stable state, as
is reported in studies of dense granular media [53]. As the packing
is then heated under load control (maintained at 0 kN), the packing
expands axially by almost 0.5mm (red dots in Fig. 5(a)). This cor-
responds to ~3.3% dilation, by considering that the resultant pack-
ing would be 15mm tall without heating. The inset of Fig. 5 (b)
presents the lattice strain evolution of the tetragonal (101) peak,
showing a 0.3% increase of lattice constant over a temperature
range of 240 K. This lattice strain is consistent with what would be
caused by thermal expansion, because the coefficient of thermal
expansion of zirconia is known to be on the order of 10�5/K [54].
The reverse phase transformation from martensite to austenite in
zirconia involves a ~5% volume shrinkage. At the end of the heating
experiment, the observed martensite phase fraction is seen to
decrease by 4% (from 14% to 10%), so the reverse transformation can
directly account for 0.2% volumetric contraction, or �0.2% volu-
metric strain. Assuming isotropic contraction, this would lead to a
linear contraction of 0.067%. The measured 3.3% linear dilation,
which may be viewed as the macroscopic recovery strain, appar-
ently cannot be accounted for just by the thermal expansion (0.3%
strain) or thermally-induced reverse martensitic transformation
(�0.067% strain). The unaccounted 3.067% could be attributed to
the particle rearrangement and structure evolution of the packing.
This analysis suggests that the packing expansion observed in Fig. 5
(a) is mainly caused by packing structure evolution rather than
thermal expansion or reverse martensitic transformation.

Finally, by comparing Fig. 5 (b) and Fig. 3 (b), we plot the phase
vs. lattice strain curve in Fig. 5 (c). There is almost no SIMT found up
to 0.05% elastic strain of the tetragonal (101) plane, after which the
martensite phase fraction increases consistently with the lattice
strain. This behavior suggests that within Stage II of powder
compaction by contact deformation, SIMT occurs only after the
average contact deformation is large enough (after 0.05% (101)
strain).

From the SIMT perspective, we conclude that multiple stages are
involved in granular compression and illustrate this in Fig. 6. These
stages are characterized by 1) particle rearrangement (with
0e1.0mm displacement and zero tetragonal (101) lattice strain), 2)
contact deformation (with 1.0e1.5mm displacement and 0e0.05%
tetragonal (101) lattice strain), and 3) simultaneous contact defor-
mation and martensitic transformation (beyond 0.05% tetragonal
(101) lattice strain), respectively.

4. ZrO2-15%CeO2 packing: direct evidence of reversible SIMT

The phase evolution in the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing is



Fig. 6. Illustration of the co-evolution of packing microstructure, lattice strain, and phase during compression.
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monitored during loading and unloading. Fig. 7 shows the
martensite phase fraction resulting from Rietveld refinement of the
neutron diffraction patterns. Recall that, at this composition, both
AS and AF fall below room temperature. Loading and unloading are
seen to lead to forward and reverse martensitic transformation,
respectively, displaying a hysteresis that reflects the energy
absorptive nature of martensitic transformation. This provides the
first direct evidence that reversible, stress-induced martensitic
transformation can occur in granular materials even without
bursting effects [42], relying solely on individual nucleation events.
Upon complete unloading, the original stress-free phase fraction is
fully recovered.

During loading, the maximum observed martensite phase
fraction of 11.8 vol% is reached at the maximum load of 78.5 kN.
This shows that even with an average axial stress of 1 GPa, the
amount of transformation in the packing is only 2.3% (increase from
the initial 9.5%). Such a low transformation volume is mainly a
result of the highly heterogeneous stress distribution in a granular
packing. Microscopic stress concentration inside individual parti-
cles only allows for partial transformation, leaving some of the
Fig. 7. Phase evolution of the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing during loading and unloading
showing complete reversibility.
volume still in the austenite phase; mesoscopic force networks
preclude many particles from bearing high load at all, leaving them
entirely austenitic. There is also a macroscopic stress heterogeneity
in the packing in the in situ neutron diffraction experiment: the
load-bearing particles near the rams effectively shield a large
number of the inner particles from load. To avoid interfering signals
from the rams and die sleeve, the neutron beam is restricted to
particles at the very center of the packing, which is ~7.5mm away
from each ram. With the shielding from load-bearing particles near
the ram, there is generally a low probability of these particles
bearing high enough load to achieve critical stress and undergo the
martensitic transformation. Furthermore, the number of 1 GPa is
not very high for stress-induced martensitic transformation in
ZrO2-15%CeO2. In fact, frommicropillar testing, the critical stress for
transformation in such (or similar) composition is estimated to be
on the order of 1 GPa [14]. Convolution of the intrinsically high
critical stress with the stress heterogeneities on the macro-, meso-,
andmicroscale leads to the low transformation volume in the ZrO2-
15%CeO2 packing observed in Fig. 7.

The slope of the plot in Fig. 7, which is a measure of the trans-
formation rate with respect to axial load, shows different evolution
behavior during loading and unloading. During loading, a sub-
stantial increase of the transformation rate is seen once the load
reaches 55 kN (i.e. average axial stress of 700MPa). During
unloading, there is minimal reversion to austenite until the load
drops below 20 kN (i.e. average axial stress of 255MPa). After that,
reverse transformation occurs rapidly with load removal and the
packing eventually returns to its initial martensite phase fraction.
Overall, for the same external load, the martensite phase fraction is
higher during unloading than loading. This mainly originates from
the difference of critical stress for forward and reverse trans-
formation. In superelasticity, the critical stress for forward trans-
formation is higher than that for reverse transformation [2]. This
means that any volume of material originally experiencing an
equivalent stress greater than the forward transformation stress
can stay in the martensite phase until its stress level drops below
the reverse transformation stress. That is, with the stress level
ranging between the reverse transformation stress and forward
transformation stress, the material is in the tetragonal phase during
loading but is in themonoclinic phase during unloading. As a result,
even with the similar stress distribution, there is more monoclinic
phase during unloading than during loading. Ultimately, the
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difference in critical stress for forward and reverse transformation
manifests as a hysteresis loop in stress-strain or stress-
transformation volume plots for all such materials as shown in
Fig. 7.

In principle, irreversible packing structure evolution could be
another cause of the different transformation rates during loading
and unloading. However, this is not the case of ZrO2-15 at%CeO2
packing in Fig. 7, because the packingwas pre-compressed at a high
load and reached a relatively stable microstructure before in situ
neutron diffraction. This conclusion is supported by Fig. 8, which
shows the lattice strain evolution of the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing.
The lattice strain for the same load is seen to be similar during
loading and unloading, while the displacement is almost
completely recovered. Therefore, the same magnitude of load
during loading and unloading corresponds to a similar packing
structure and stress distribution.

One may also argue that the different transformation rates in
loading and unloading could be a result of friction between the die
wall and the powders. However, because the neutron beam is
collimated to a 5� 5 � 5 mm3 volume and the packing is 10mm in
diameter, such edge effects are unlikely to dominate the behavior in
the region of observation.
5. Evolution of lattice strain and peak broadness in both
packings

5.1. Reversible lattice strain evolution

As shown in Figs. 5(b) and Figure 8, the tetragonal (101) lattice
strain does behave elastically in both ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 and ZrO2-
15 at%CeO2 packings, with a decrease of the applied load directly
leading to a decrease in the lattice strain. Upon full unloading, both
packings reach a zero macroscopic strain state, although micro-
scopic stress and strain may still exist. At the same load, the
magnitude of lattice strain is different in the two experiments due
to differences in their preparation and initial packing density, as
detailed in Sections 2, 3, and 4. The ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing was
pre-compressed at a higher load before in situ testing, and thus had
a higher packing density and a higher lattice strain level for a given
load.
Fig. 8. Evolution of the tetragonal (101) compressive strain in the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2

packing, which is plotted against displacement.
5.2. Correlation of the peak broadness and phase transformation

In our collected data, the neutron diffraction signal is plotted as
a function of d-spacing. We thus define the integral broadness of a
peak as the ratio of the area under the peak to its maximum in-
tensity: B ¼ ðR dRight

dLeft
I� ddÞ=IMax, where dLeft and dRight are the d-

spacing at the two edges of the peak, and IMax is themaximum peak
intensity. By this definition, the integral peak broadness has a unit
of Å and measures the range of d-spacings that contribute sub-
stantially to the diffraction peak.

In Fig. 9(a) and (b), we measure the broadness of the tetragonal
(101) diffraction peak and plot its evolution during loading and
unloading of ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 and ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packings,
respectively. This peak is selected because it corresponds to the
majority phase in both experiments, has high intensity, is not
convoluted with any adjacent peaks, and its shape is readily
extracted. In the case of irreversible SIMT (ZrO2-12 at%CeO2), the
integral broadness increases by nearly 12% (from ~0.026 to
~0.029 Å) during loading. The peak broadness remains almost
constant during unloading (Fig. 9(a)), although the lattice strain is
Fig. 9. Peak broadness evolution during loading and unloading in (a) the ZrO2-12 at%
CeO2 and (b) the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing. Evolution of the peak broadness is irre-
versible in (a), and is reversible in (b).



Fig. 10. Broadness trends with phase fraction during loading and unloading for (a) the
ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 and (b) the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing.
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completely relaxed. In the case of reversible SIMT (ZrO2-15 at%
CeO2), a similar increase in the broadness of 9% (from ~0.0235
to ~ 0.0255 Å) is observed during loading, but it returns almost
completely to its initial value upon unloading (Fig. 9 (b)).

A change in the integral broadness can signify several phe-
nomena, typically plastic deformation via dislocation accumula-
tion, grain size or particle size reduction due to fracture, or
microscopic strain generation by some specific mechanisms. Plastic
deformation, while observed in microscale zirconia [12], is irre-
versible and cannot explain the reversible evolution of peak
broadness observed in the ZrO2-15%CeO2 packing. Therefore, it can
be ruled out as the principal mechanism at work. Fracture is
inevitable during loading, leading to reduction of the particle size
and diffracting domains. While this could lead to peak broadening
during loading, it again fails to explain the reversible change of
broadness observed in the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing. It is also un-
likely that the broadness is caused by the contact force distribution,
which would require the broadening to be reversible. Although this
is true for the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing in Fig. 9(b), it fails to explain
the remaining broadness upon full unloading of the ZrO2-12 at%
CeO2 packing in Fig. 9(a). In addition to these unlikely mechanisms
for peak broadening, other phenomena specific to tetragonal zir-
conia such as ferroelastic switching can be discounted by
comparing the corresponding peak broadness evolution reported
in literature to the observation here [55,56]. By process of elimi-
nation, the broadness change is likely to signify a heterogeneous
micro-strain distribution in individual particles.

It is interesting that the peak broadening evolution is irrevers-
ible in the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing, which shows irreversible
SIMT, and is reversible in the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing, which
shows reversible SIMT. In fact, the peak broadening trends almost
perfectly mirror the phase transformation behavior observed in
Sections 3 and 4. As shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), the peak broadness
follows the same trend with respect to martensite phase fraction
during forward transformation in both systems, as well as in
reverse transformation of the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing. During
unloading of ZrO2-12 at%CeO2, no transformation occurs, and there
is no apparent evolution of the peak broadness (circled in Fig. 10
(a)). These results suggest that there is possibly a micro-strain
distribution in the granular packings, which is closely related to
forward and reverse SIMT.

One possible explanation of this strong correlation is the exis-
tence of a micro-strain distribution associated with each
martensite-austenite interface in individual transforming particles.
Since martensite growth is athermal, the glissile martensite-
austenite interface is thought to consist of an array of parallel dis-
locations [57e59], which must lead to micro-strain distributions
around the interface. As martensite plates form during loading and
are eliminated during unloading, the interface dislocations and the
associated micro-strain distributions would be correspondingly
generated and erased. To determine whether this can be a plausible
mechanism requires an understanding of themartensite nucleation
and growth mechanism in SIMTof granular packings, which will be
the focus next.

6. Discussion

To understand the observed SIMT characteristics, in this section
we discuss the mechanism of martensite nucleation and growth in
granular packings. By considering the fundamental differences in
driving force and nucleation barrier between granular packings and
monolithic solids, we show that SIMT in granular packings is
nucleation-controlled and the martensite fraction increases mainly
by nucleating new martensite plates in individual particles. From
that, we are able to explain the experimental observations in
Sections 3, 4, and 5.

6.1. Formation of martensite plates in individual particles

There is still debate on the mechanism of martensite nucleation
[7], regarding whether it is best described by classical heteroge-
neous nucleation theory or the non-classical, localized soft mode
(LSM) theory [60,61]. However, both theories predict that the
martensite nucleation is favored in regions with free surface and
local stress concentration, as detailed in Refs. [7,60e62]. Compared
to a monolithic solid, a granular packing is characterized by a
higher surface area-to-volume ratio and higher, localized stress
concentration, which should significantly ease the martensite
nucleation process. The stress distribution in a granular packing is
heterogeneous on both mesoscale and microscale, so appreciable
stress concentration can arise close to the inter-particle contact
surface even at a low macroscopic load. The new martensite phase
is thus most likely to nucleate close to such contact areawith access
to the free surface.

The angle between the nucleated martensite plate and the
particle contact normal depends on both the stress state in the
entire particle and the particle's crystallographic orientation, which
restricts the available transformation orientations and variants.
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Within the context of the phenomenological theory of martensitic
transformation (PTMT) in ZrO2-CeO2 [15], the orientation re-
lationships (ORs) are classified and defined by the relation between
the tetragonal C-axis and the formed monoclinic axes. B-ORs
involve a transformation of the CTETRAGONAL-axis to the BMONOCLINIC-
axis. C-ORs involve a direct transformation of CTETRAGONAL-axis to
CMONOCLINIC-axis. Within B-ORs and C-ORs, there is a possibility of
rotation that necessitates the further breakdown to B1, B2, C1, and
C2 ORs, each of which has its own habit plane and shape strain
direction. The habit plane and corresponding shape strain direction
for each of the four ORs are shown in Fig. 11(a)e(d), which are
superimposed in Fig. 11 (e). The reported habit planes are not
integer crystallographic planes, and the shape strain directions are
not integer vectors, but are rather computed non-integer solutions.
Here, to ease comparison and visualization, we index the habit
planes as their closest integer plane approximation. These drawings
are made by VESTA [63].

Fig. 12 shows a schematic extrapolation of these ORs in a single-
Fig. 11. Selected crystallographic features of the SIMT in ZrO2-CeO2 based on the PTMT. Sub
subfigure shows a single unit cell with highlight of the habit plane and shape strain directio
truncates the crystal, simulating the austenite side of the austinite-martensite interface. A
nearest integer approximation of computed values from Ref. [15]. (a) OR B1, with habit plane
with habit plane near (1 0e11) TETRAGONAL and shape strain direction near [�4 0 1] TETRAGONA

0 0] TETRAGONAL. (d) OR C2, with habit plane near (�3 0 1) TETRAGONAL and shape strain directio
a tetragonal crystal with 6� 6 unit cells.
crystal tetragonal particle, with the hatch lines indicating (001)
plane. For this generic particle cross-section with multiple contact
sites, each contact site may nucleate a martensite variant corre-
sponding to one of the four ORs presented in Fig. 11. Depending on
the exact particle geometry and stress concentration, the preferred
martensite variant should be the one that most relieves the local
strain energy. This requires strong coupling of the local stress
tensor and shape strain vector of the preferred variant, with their
product being maximum among all possible variants. Because the
martensite plates form based on localized stress concentrations and
act to shield other regions from stress, they are likely to nucleate
independently at each contact site. As a result, the number of
martensite plates inside each particle should depend on the contact
coordination number, Z.

Once nucleated, the martensite will rapidly grow until the
martensite/austenite interface encounters the free surface of the
particle. While in monolithic solids long-range martensite growth
is possible through autocatalytic transformation [42], in granular
figures (a)e(d) show each orientation relationship (OR) independently. The left of each
n; the right of each subfigure shows a crystal of 6� 6 unit cells where the habit plane
ll crystals, planes, and vectors are drawn with Vesta [59]. All indices are listed as the
near (�111 0)TETRAGONAL and shape strain direction near [1 �4 0] TETRAGONAL. (b) OR C1,

L. (c) OR B2, with habit plane near (1e3 0) TETRAGONAL and shape strain direction near [1
n near [0 0�1] TETRAGONAL. (e) Superposition of habit planes of ORs B1, C1, B2, and C2 on



Fig. 12. Cross-sectional view of a generic single crystal austenitic shape memory
ceramic particle with hatch lines indicating (001) direction. For each contact site, stress
concentration may lead to formation of a martensite variant corresponding to one of
the four ORs: B1, C1, B2, or C2.
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packings martensite growth is limited inside individual single-
crystal particles. The size of each martensite plate is thus a frac-
tion of the particle size. For a particle of a few microns in diameter
and an interface propagating at the speed of sound in zirconia, the
time required to form each martensite plate is on the order of
10�9 s.

Based on these discussions, we propose the following rules for
martensite nucleation and growth during SIMT in granular
packings:

� Martensite nucleationwill most likely occur close to the contact
area and the surrounding free surface. For each contact site, the
nucleated plate corresponds to one of the four ORs that most
relieves the local strain energy. The number of martensite plates
inside each single crystal particle depends on its contact coor-
dination number Z.

� Martensite growth is fundamentally limited by the isolated
nature of each particle in the packing. It will likely stop at the
free surface of the particle. Once nucleated at a given load P, the
martensite grows very rapidly and reaches the final thickness
almost instantaneously.
Fig. 13. An example of the probability density function for force distribution in a
granular packing and its evolution with increasing loads. Higher loads increase the
probability of a particle carrying force above FForward

C , thereby increasing the number of
martensite plates in the packing.
6.2. Evolution of the total number of martensite plates with load

We next discuss how the external load influences the nucleation
events and the number of martensite plates in granular packings.
According to experimental observation and modeling of granular
mechanics [20,64,65], regardless of the macroscopic loading con-
dition (e.g. confined compression or simple shear), there is always a
distribution of force F carried by the individual particles, which is
dependent on the external load P . In many cases, the force distri-
bution follows a power law below the average value and resembles
exponential decay above the average value [20,66,67]:

pðFðPÞÞ ¼
�

k1F
�a1 þ B1 ; F � hFi

k2exp½ � a2F� þ B2 ; F � hFi (1)
Here, k1, k2, B1, and B2 are fitting parameters that adjust the
scale of the probability distribution, while a1and a2 are shape pa-
rameters. These parameters are defined such that at the average
force value < F > , pðFðPÞÞ is smooth and dp=dFðPÞ is continuous. As
the applied load P increases, the average force < F > increases,
pðFðPÞÞ increases for high F values, and particles bearing low or
zero force become less likely. The probability distribution pðFðPÞÞ
thus becomes flatter e more heterogeneous e as the load is
increased. The force distribution and its changewith external load P
are schematically shown in Fig. 13.

The level of stress concentration close to the contact sites
strongly depends on the magnitude of the force carried by indi-
vidual particles. For example, with normal contact between solids
of resolution, the maximum equivalent stress scales with the cube
root of contact force, sefF

1
3 [23]. It is thus natural to extend the

critical stress concept for transformation in a monolithic solid to
the concept of critical force carried by individual particles in a
granular packing. For particles of a given size and composition, at a
given temperature, we may assume that there is a critical force for
martensite nucleation FForward

C (the superscript denotes forward
transformation), and the martensite nucleation is only possible in
particles carrying normal force F > FForward

C . These particles are part
of the strong force network and form ‘transformation chains.’
While this assumption of a critical force for transformation is
exactly right only for the ideal case of Hertzian contact, it is still
reasonable as a first-order approximation in modeling the non-
ideal case of our experimentsdin which both tangent and normal
forces are carried by the particles and SIMT is governed by both
shear and dilatational stress components [7,8].

It is important to note that FForward
C is dependent on tempera-

ture, with higher temperatures causing an increase in the magni-
tude of force necessary to generate critical stress sC . This is because
of the Clausius-Clapeyron relation dsC

dT ¼ � 1
ε
Tran

DH
T , where εTran is the

transformation strain, and DH is the enthalpy of the transformation
per unit volume. For the case of zirconia, SIMT releases heat
ðDH<0Þ and leads to volume increase (εTran >0). Therefore, dsC

dT >0.
In other words, if temperature increases in ZrO2-CeO2, the critical
stress sC and the critical force for transformation FForward

C will both
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increase. For the temperature range of interest in this work (e.g. up
to a few hundreds of Kelvin), there is no significant change of the
stiffness or strength of ZrO2-CeO2 particles. At the same macro-
scopic load, therefore, the shape of pðFðPÞÞ should remain almost
the same. However, because FForward

C increases at higher tempera-
ture, the fraction of particles in the transformation chains, which is
determined by the area beneath the pðFðPÞÞ curve and to the right
of FForward

C , will decrease.
With the critical force assumption, the fraction of particles that

can formmartensite plates is
R∞
FForward
C

pðFÞdF (see Fig. 13). Inside each
of these particles, the number of martensite plates depends on the
contact coordination number Z. It is possible that these particles
have contacts in addition to the two strong contacts that make
them in the transformation chain. If the additional contacts are
weak, no martensite plates will form close to these contacts.
Therefore, the number of martensite plates in each particle in the
transformation chains may be expressed as hZ, where h ð0<h<1Þ
is a parameter that accounts for the average probability of nucle-
ating a martensite at a given contact. If the total particle number is
NTotal, then the total number of formed martensite plates NPlate is

NPlate ¼ hZNTotal

ð∞

FForward
C

pðFÞdF (2)

Then what happens as the external load P slightly increases
during loading? There will be a shift of the force distribution curve
toward the large force direction, so more particles will carry the
force F � FForward

C . This will lead to more nucleation events to form
new martensite plates. When the external load increases from P to
Pþ DP, the increase of martensite plate number will be DNPlate ¼
DPhZNTotal

R∞
FForward
C

½dpðFÞ=dP�dF . This physical picture is illustrated in
Fig. 14. (a) Diagram of martensite plate formation in granular packings during deformation. T
respectively. More particles bear high force as the load is increased, so the number of marten
the case of uniaxial loading of a single crystal or an oligocrystal, where the increase of mar
significant increase of the number of martensite plates.
Fig. 14, which shows that SIMT in a granular packing is nucleation
controlled and the increase of martensite phase is by nucleating
new martensite plates in individual particles. To compare, in the
case of a monolithic single crystal or oligocrystal under uniaxial
loading, the stress distribution is much more uniform, which fa-
cilitates easier martensite growth than additional martensite
nucleation during deformation. As a result, the martensite fraction
mainly increases by interface migration without a significant in-
crease of the number of martensite plates [68].

What happens as the external load P slightly decreases during
unloading? There will be a shift of the force distribution curve to-
ward the small force direction. Reverse transformation during
unloading requires a lower critical stress than forward trans-
formation, so the critical force for reverse transformation FReverseC <
FForward
C : Reverse transformation will occur in particles that origi-

nally carried the force of F � FForward
C , but now reduce their carried

force to F
0
< FReverseC . From granular mechanics experiments, a slight

decrease of the macroscopic load often results in a number of
particles completely dropping their load and becoming part of the
weak network [21,53]. At every discrete instance where F

0
< FReverseC ,

the free energy of martensite plates will immediately become
higher than the untransformed austenite. This will lead to rapid
migration of the austenite-martensite interface and a complete
reverse transformation. As a result, the martensite plates will be
eliminated at the free surface in these particles, and the total
number of martensite plates in the packing will decrease. We note
that the above discussion is applicable to the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2

packing, but not the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing. The latter is asso-
ciated with the metastable austenite phase; even with the force
distribution shift during unloading, no reverse transformation will
occur.
he left and right columns denote force chain evolution and martensite plate formation,
site plates and the corresponding phase fraction increase accordingly. (b) Illustration of
tensite phase during deformation is more likely through interface migration without a
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6.3. Explanation of experimental observations in this work

The discussions in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 can explain the trends
observed from in situ neutron diffraction. First, the continuous
transformation mode observed in both the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 (Fig. 3)
and ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packings (Fig. 7) can be explained by the wide
distribution of force among particles and the continuous shift of the
force distribution curve with external load. According to Equation
(2), a small increase of the macroscopic load DP will lead to
nucleation of new martensite plates
ðDNPlatefDPZNTotal

R∞
FForward
C

½dpðFÞ=dP�dFÞ , and therefore an increase
of the transformed volume. As a result, although there is a critical
force FForward

C for transformation of individual particles, the whole
granular packing shows a macroscopically continuous trans-
formation mode in response to the external load, which is in
striking contrast with the case of monoclinic solids.

Second, the peak broadness evolution can be explained by the
formation and elimination of martensite plates, which lead to an
increase and decrease of the interface area, respectively. As dis-
cussed in Section 5.2, the glissile interface between the austenite-
martensite is conjected to consist of a dislocation array. This
indeed has been observed by TEM for ZrO2-3mol%Y2O3, where an
interface between the monoclinic and tetragonal structures can
have as many as one dislocation per 33 (001) tetragonal atom
planes [59]. The interfaces are thus associated with micro-strain
distributions, and the area of all interfaces has an influence on
the associated peak broadness. During loading in both ZrO2-12 at%
CeO2 and ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packings, new martensite plates form
and each new plate has at least one strained interface with the
austenite. As a result, the peak broadness increases monotonically
with load. During unloading of the ZrO2-15 at%CeO2 packing, the
reverse transformation is associated with elimination of martensite
plates and decrease of the interface area. The dislocations once
populating the interface are absorbed by the free surface on which
the plate is originally nucleated. As a result, the peak broadness
continuously decreases and eventually returns to its original value.
During unloading of the ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing, no reverse
transformation occurs, no interface migration occurs, and the peak
broadness stays almost constant, although the average lattice strain
drops to zero. These prediction results are consistent with the data
in Figs. 9 and 10.

7. Conclusions

We have explored SIMT in granular ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 and ZrO2-
15 at%CeO2 packings through in situ neutron diffraction. We have
also discussed themechanism of martensite nucleation and growth
in granular packings and have explained the experimental obser-
vations accordingly. The most salient conclusions from this work
are:

� The ZrO2-12 at%CeO2 packing shows SIMT during loading, no
phase transformation during unloading, and thermally-induced
reverse transformation during subsequent heating. The ZrO2-
15 at%CeO2 packing shows SIMT during loading and reverse
transformation during unloading. This is the first direct evi-
dence that reversible SIMT can occur in granular materials.

� Compression of a loose shape memory ceramic packing involves
multiple stages in sequence, defined by particle rearrangement,
contact deformation, and simultaneous contact deformation
and martensitic transformation.

� SIMT in granular packings shows a continuous mode without a
critical load and with a wide range of transformation loads. This
is a result of the wide distribution of force carried by individual
particles, wherein a slight increase of the external load can
cause more particles to carry forces above the threshold for
martensite nucleation.

� The martensitic transformation is nucleation-controlled and its
growth is limited by the particle size. The strong correlation
between the peak broadening and the transformed phase frac-
tion can be explained by the increase or decrease of the
austenite-martensite interface area during formation or elimi-
nation of martensite plates.

In this work, potential interfering effects from plasticity and
intra-particle mechanical constraints are prevented by using
packings that consist of single crystal ZrO2-CeO2 micro-particles.
Therefore, we expect the observed transformation characteristics
to mostly reflect the heterogenous driving force and low barrier for
martensite nucleation, which are a result of the special structural
arrangement in granular materials.
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